
CHAPI'ER IV 

TRP~ITIONAL CULTURE OF THE TRIBAL W~RKERS 

Earlier it has been mentioned that the tribals inhabiting 

the tea plantations have different cultural backgrounds and 

different cultural practices. Also has been mentioned that the 

migration of the workers to tea plantations, which presents a· 

new environment to them is likely to bring in changes in their 

culture patterns. Therefore, it will not be irrelevant to present 

a brief ethnographic note on the different tribes under study 

as, a view of the traditional culture will help in assessing the 

changes those have occurred in the traditional culture patterns. 

The cultural backgrounds of the tribes which have been discussed 

in what follows, are mainly based on the secondary sources depict

ing their traditional customs, beliefs and practices. This will 

reflect to a certain extent some of their beliefs, practices and 

concepts related to health and diseases. 

) 
The Mundas 

The Mundas are Dravidians but linguistically they are 

classified as belonging to the Kolarian group. They i~habit 

the Chotanagpur division. In the Census of 1901, the total number 

of Mundas in India, excluding the Christian converts was found to 

be 466,668. According to Dalton (1973; p 164), they came to 

ChotaNagpur (earlier called Jharkhand) from Pipra and Paligarh, 

names found in santhal traditions. When they first came to 
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Chota Nagpur they had no Raj a. There were congeries of small 

confederate states. Each village had its chief also called a Munda. 

As a village often consisted of one family, the inhabitants were 

all of :rvrunda dignity, hence it became the name of the whole tribe 

(Dalton, 1973: p. 165). Roy .(1970: p. 207) believes .that the 

name Munda have been given to this people by their Hindu neigh

bours. The Mundas call themselves 'Haro-ko• (men) and their race 

the 'Horo' {man). The original name of the tribe in their own 

language is unlmown but: the Nundaris of ChotaNagpur Plateau call 

themselves ~nk Pa_:!: Munda, probably Konk or !5~~Pat had been 

their national denomination. The Mundas are divided into number 

of exogamous groups called Kilis. All the members of the same 

Kili are descendants from one common ancestor. Though exogamous as 

regards the Kil~~' the Mundas are endogamous so far as other tribes 

aJ::e concerned. It is only with the Bhumijes of Pargana Patkum 

which adjoins the Tamar Pargana of the Ranchi District that the 

Mundas of Tamar side still intermarry (Roy 1970 : p228). 

The religion of the Mundas possess a .Shamanistic rather 

than a Fetish character. They do not make images of gods, nor do 

they worship symbols, but they believe that though invisible to 

mortal eyes, the gods may when propitiated by sacrifice take up 

their abode in places specially dedicated to them for a time 

(Dalton, 1973 : pp. 185-186). 



At ~he head of Munda religion stands Sing Bonga whose 
. --

blessings are invoked before every important religious ceremony 

1 
(Dalton, 1973 : pp 185-186; Roy 1970 : p 266). ~Boram or 

i.2.6 

§ing Bonga is believed to have created everything including the 

earth. gte-!22£~ and Sing-Bonga are believed to be self created, 

they made the earth with rocks and water, clothed it with grass and 

trees and then created animals, at first those that man domesticates 

and later wild beasts. When all was prepared for the abode of man, 

a man and a girl was created (Dalton, 1973 : p 185). The man and 

the girl is believed to have eriginated from the egg laid by a 

swan (Roy, 1970 : p 328). 

Sing Bonga, the creator and preserver is adored as the sun. 

Prayers and sacrifices are made to him as a beneficent deity who 

has no pleasure in destruction of any of the creatures. 

The worship of sun as the supreme deity is the foundation 

of the Munda religion and also of the Oraons who address him as 

Dharmi. He is not regarded as the author of sickness or calamity, 

but may be invoked to avert it. Appeal is made to him when 

sacrifices to minor deities prove unproductive (Dalton, 1973 : 

p 186). 

There are other deities who are considered subordinate to 

Sing Bo£9~· The second class of gods are the presiding deities of 

---------------------------
1. Ote~£E~ is but another name for Sing~.£@· 
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the village, called ~~Bonga~ (village gods) such as the 

Desauli Bonga, the Jaher B££! and the 1 Chandi ~ng2•. These gods 

help in agricultural operations, hunting excursions and guide in 

every concern of life and order every human event. They are worshipped 

by the --1 Pah~_;;l or village .priest at stated times in the sacred 

groves of each village. The third class of gods are the gods of 

the household, the Ora-Bon~ko. These gods are the spirits of the 

deceased ancestors of each family. The Hatu-Boh~o and the Ora

B2ngako are the rnanating ~.9!!.22E_ 1 who require to be v-Torshipped. 

Besides the manating bongas there are the bani ta-bongas who are 

not gods but malevolent entities. They require propitiation done 

by ghost finders --- Najos, ~~ and Deon~. There is among the 

Mundas certain elemental spirits or Nature gods who stand midway 

between the beneficiary deities and the malevolent deities and 

are pc:werful for good and evi 1 alike. usually, these gods are 

believed to do good to humanity but when offended bring in wrath 

and have to be propitiated by a Naj~ or Deo~ and sometimes by 

·a~· ~ Bo!l9~~ Ikir Bonga and Nage~ are such deities 

(Roy, 1970 : pp. 267-268). Bur.£_Bon22 also known as ~-~El! 

is ti:Je mountain god. The highest or most remarkable hill or rock 

in the neighbourhood is the shrine of the deity or spirit. Bu~ 

~~ga is regarded as the head of the heavenly water department. 

Recognizing the need for rain for irrigation special attention 

is paid to Buru B~~2 • In most places buffaloes are sacrificed 

2. Referred as Buru Bonga by Dalton (1973: p187). 
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every third year and fowls and goats every year in honour of the 

deity. There is no visible object of worship (Dalton, 1973: pp. 187-

188). Iki~nga3 is believed to preside over the tanks, wells 

and anybody of stagnant water {Dalton, 1973 : p188). There is 

again a class of beneficient deities whose duty is to protect. 

An example is Achrael Bonga who presides over the interests of 

married women (Roy 1970: p 268). 

All these deities and spirits are considered subordinate 

to .. , Sing Bonga·'. Though they possess supernatural powers there 

are cases beyond their authority, and when they are invoked in 

such cases it is their duty to intercede with Sing Bon~. 

Alike all tribal communities the Mundas too cherish 

superstitions and beliefs. All disease in men or animals is 

atrributed to one of two causes, the wrath of some evil spirit 

who has to be appeased or to the spell of some witch or sorcerer 

(Dalton, 1973 : p199). Generally Nasan B~~ and some other evil 

spirits are believed to cause diseases. Diseases of the skin, 

particularly leprosy which is of three kinds namely ~1 su£, 

Ror sud, and Pundi sud are believed to be caused by the Nage --- -- -
Era. Madness is believed to be caused by ones own bhut (ayega 

bonga). Cholera and diorreah are caused by Rog Bon~ or ~-~· 

The origin of certain diseases are however traced to physical 

causes. Thus epilepsy (Hanab-gonoi) is said to be caused by two 

------------·-------------
3. Dalton (1973 : p188) refers Ikir Bonga as Ekir Bonga. 



insects fighting in the brain. Headache (Bo-hasu) is attributed 

to a poison from liver or rather bile ascending the head _(Roy, 

1970 :}'p.2fJ8-279). 

The Mundas are essentially agriculturalists and they 

use a large variety of agricultural implements. J:>.. Hunda usually 

manages his own carpentery. cotton is grown by the Hundas in 

their own field and the women folk spin the cotton. 
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The staple food of the Mundas is boiled rice. For a side 

dish, the more well to do uses boiled pulse or dal. Except on 

special occasions, the poorer :tviundas have only some boiled green 

herb or sag. The daily meals of the Munda are three in number, 

the morning meal, the no~n meal and the evening meal. Except 

among the Mundas of the Panch ·parganas and the only respectable 

portion of the Mundas of other parts of the district, beef, pork 

and buffalo meat as food is not disfavoured. The Hinduised Munda 

however abstrains from most meats. 

The favourite drink of the Mundas is rice beer or ili 

breewed at home. The drink is made by boiled rice which is 

fermented and mixed with certain kind of vegetable roots. This 

liquor is stored in earthen jars and becomes ready for use in 

about five days. Now-a-days however the Mundas frequent the disti

lled liquor shops. smoking of tobacco is not generally undertaken 

by the Mundas except in the eastern parts of the district where 

powdered tobacco rolled up in sal leaves in the fo.rm of cigagettes 
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is smoked. The use of betel and betel nut is unknown. 

The Mundas have many festivals. The first or principal 

of them is Magh PClE,ab or Des~li ~ga. This festival is held in 

the month of ~agh or January. The spirits of the deceased ancestors 

the household gods of the Mundas· are the main objects of worship 

in this festival. The festival opens with a sacrifice to Desauli ---
of three fowls, a cock and two hens, one of v-;rhich must be black 

and offered with some flowers of Pala~ tree, bread made from rice 

flour and sesamuna seed (Dalton, 1973 :p196). 

Next in order is the Sarhul festival. This festival is 

called BaQ_££nga by the H0 s. The festival takes place during the 

month of March-April (Chait). During this period the Sal trees 

are in full bloom. The boys and girls collect basket full of 

flowers, make garlands of them weave them in their hair and 

decorate their houses with them. Sal flowers are gathered and 

taken to the sacred grove and placed at the foot of the Jaher 

S~ tree. The Pah~ worships all the gods of the Munda pantheon 

in general an.d Chandi Bonga in particular (Roy, 1970 : p272). 

Each household makes a offering of Sal flowers and a cock. 

The third festival is the Damurai held in May. Roy (1970: -----
p272) mentions this festival as the Hon-Ba.parob. The festival 

is held at the time of the sowing of the first rice crop. There 

is no public worship. The head of each family worships the 

household gods --the spirits of the deceased ancestors -- as well 

as other deities (Roy 1970 : p272). 
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Hero~~nga is the next festival held in June. The Mundaris 

call it Hari~. ~au11 and Jahir B~rhi are propitiated. Every 

householder plants a branch of Bhel~ ~ree in his field and 

contribute to the general offering. In Singbhum district a goat 

is offered {Dalton, 1973 : p198). 

June (Asarh), just before the transplanting of paddy seedling 

commences in every village. The festival is essentially a sacri-

ficial feast. For,v-ls are sacrificed at the Jaher Sarna of the 

village by the Pahri, with offerings of rice beer, leaves of - ...... -
marua tree, gandharisag and fowls. All the bon_2~ or deities are 

worshipped (Roy, 1970 : p273). Dalton (1973: p 198) adds that 

after some mysterious rites each cultivator stripps off the wings 

of the sacrificial fowl and inseLted in the cliff of the bamboo 

and struck up in the rice field and dung heap. It is believed 

that if this rite is omi·t.ted then rice will not mature. 

The Kar~ festival, celebrated in the month of Bhado 

(August-September) is celebrated in certain Munda families. The 

head of the fan:tily, celebrating the festival brings two branches 

of the Karam tree and plants them side by side in the courtyard 

of his house. Milk, ghee {clarified butter) and bread maoe of 

rice flour is offered to the gods. Next day in the morning, ~~ 

4. In Dalton (1970: p198) 'Batauli' is mentioned as Bah-Towli 
Bonga. Also is mentioned that tl1e festival is heldlin-the 
month of July. 
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branches are carried by young men and thrown in·to a tank or 

stream (Roy, 1970 : p 273). 

5 
Kolom Sing ~c::n-~ is celebrated in the mon·th of November 

i(Aghran) and is also known as 1 Karihan Puj a~. The festival takes 

place after the transplanted paddy has been harvested. Paddy is 

not threshed before this festival. The bop2~ are worshipped with 

sacrifices of fowls supplied by the villagers and with offerings 

of rice beer (Roy, 1970 : p274). 

6 
Jom . ..l:!~ celebrated during Ashwin or ~hadS?_ (September) 

is not a religious festival nor is it observed by the Mundas in 

general. It is said to be an adoption of Hindu custom (Roy, 

1970 : p274). The first fruits of the harvest is offered to 

~ing Bon£a· Till the offering is complete no one shall eat the 

new rice (Dalton, 1873 : p198). Some villagers sacrifice a fowl 

each. 

The Pha-Gu festival corresponds to the Holi festival of 

the Hindus. The festival is celebrated in March-April (Falgun) 

on the day of full moon. The Pahan or the village priest propi-

tiares all the deities or bongas presiding over the woods, the 

hills, the streams, the fields and groves (Roy, 1970 : p271). 

5. Referred to as 'Kalam Bonga• by Dalton {1973: p198}. 

6. Referred to as 1 Jum-nama by Dalton (1973: p 198). 



The Oraons 

The Oraons form a community of settled agriculturalists who 

are presently distributed over a large tract of eastern India. 

They are a Dravidian speaking tribe found massed in the northern 

and western parts of ChotaNagpur proper and eastern parts of 

Sirguj a and Jaspur and scattered in Singbhum, Gangpur, Bonai 

and Hazaribagh all in ChotaNagpur Province. The tribe is also 

found in sambalpur of Central provinces. The tribe is the best 

known Dravidian tribe on the tea gardens. 

The tribe is believed to have migrated from the western 

coast of India. While some of the Oraon elders point to Gujrat as 

the starting point others point to Konkan (Dalton, 1973. : :p245). 

The Oraons were for many generations settled in the Rothas and 

adjoining hills and in the Patna district from where the say, they 

were driven out by the JVIohamedans. They claim to have been in 

ChotaNagpur before the birth of Phani Mukta Rai the first 

N agbhangsi Rai,2;. 

When driven from Rothas, they divided into two parties, 

one under the chief went towards the north to the Ganges and 

eventually occupied Rajmahal hills, the ,other, under the younger 

brother of the chief went south east. They later on left Rajmahal 

hills and proceeded up the Sane river to Palamau and pursuing their 

course eastward found themselves on the highlands of ChotaNagpur. 
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The constitution of a Oraon village is the same as that 

of the Muhda. In each, the hereditary 'MuDda', or headman and the 

hereditary ~~ or the priest have their lands on privileged terms 

as the descendants of the founders of the village. 

The ~h!! of the village is also in charge of the land 

dedicated to the service of the village gods. 'rhe priestly office 

always does not go from father to son. The post is filled by divi

nation. The '1 l\'lunda: or ·J Mahato'' is the functionary to whom the 

proprietor of the village looks for its sec"L.lar administration. 

The Oraons have a curious system of dormitories for boys 

and girls. The system is now said to be dying out. The dormitory 

is called Dhumkuria (Dalton, 1973 : p247 ). 

The Oraons are divided into tribes and are exogamous like 

the Mundas. The tribes are totemistic bearing usually the name 

of an animal or plant (Dalton, 1973 : ~254). The names of the 

tribes are Tirki, Ekhar, Kirpotas, Laknar, Kujrar, Gedhiar, 

Kokhar, Minj ar, Kerketar and Barar (Dalton, 1973 : p.254). 

Marriages among the Oracns follow the rule of exogamy. 

One cannot marry within ones own sept. Marriage of children is 

not favoured by the Oraons. Marriages are arranged by the parents 

but, if the boy and girl has preferences they are recognised. Bride 

price is prevalent. The bride groom with a large party of friends 

proceeds to the bride's house, the males go armed with warlike 



weapons at their approach to the bride's place they are met with 

the bride • s friends similarly armed, a mimic fight ensues which 

ultimately assumes the form of a dance. The b1ide and the bride 

groom also join the dance riding on the hips of one of their 

friends (Dalton 1973 : p252). 

A bower is constxucted in the front of the bride's father's 

residence where the bride and the bride groom is carried by women 

and made to stand on the curry stone, under which is placed a sheaf 

of corn resting on a plough yoke. Here the mystery of the Sind~ 

is performed. The process is screened from view. Just after the 

Sindurdan is over the vessels full of water which Q..,.e.placed on the 

bower are capsized and the bride and the bride groom'receive a 

drenching after which they have a change of clothes. They do not 

come out for sometime and when they emerge they are saluted as 

husband and wife (Dalton, 1973 : pp252-253). 

There are no prescribed wedding garments. The bride is 

attired in ordinary habiliments. However, the bridegroom is more 

dressed than he is usually. There is no• special season or months 

for marriages. But, hot and dry months are generally selected as 

there is not much work on land then (Dalton, 1973 : p253). 

Polygamy and widow remarriage is permitted. Though 

Polygamy is not objected, men usually conLent themselves with one 

wife. Divorce may be obtained with the consent of both the parties. 
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The Oraons are predominantly agriculturalists. Occupations 

such as hunting, fishing, cattle rearing and crafts are subsidiary. 

They are found to work as labourers in construction works, tea 

gardens, mines and factories in neighbouring States (Bhowmick, 

1971 : p148). 

Dalton (1973 : p 256) says, that the Oraon religion is of a 

composite order. They, after coming in contact with the Mundas 

have either shed many of their original customs or have blended 

them. But they have no doubt retained some customs. The present 

Oraon religion has been described by Roy (1985 : p1) as a system 

of animism or rather spiritism set on a background of a still 

more primiti-g-e vague animatism. Bhowmick (1971 : p116), views 

it as a form of animism which is closely allied to that practised 

by the Dravidian tribes. 

The Oraon recognised a Supreme Deity called Dh~~sh, 

symbolized by the Sun. He is considered the creator of the 

Universe (Dalton, 1973 : p 256; Roy 1985 : pp 1, 15, 19). 

Dharmesh is also referred to as Bir~~las or the sun-Lord (Roy, 

1985 : p 19). There is no sacred grove or other seat specially 

assigned to Dharmesh nor is there .any special season for worshipping 

Him. But the Or~ons offers the sacrifice of a White cock at every 

important feast. Before every sacrificial feast too, the Oraon 

offers a libation of a few drops of water in the name of DhelE!!J~Sh. 

In extreme distress when other deities or spirits fail, the Oraons 

offers prayers and sacrifices to Him as a last resource. The other 
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gods and spiri·ts are under the control of the Dlaarmesh (Roy, 

1985: p22). Just as the sun sees all that is going on in the 

earth and in the heavens, Dharmesh is also believed to see every

thing that man and the spirit does and what they think. He is 

regarded anterior to all, the Author and Preserver, Controller and 

Punisher of men, gods and spirits and all that exist in the visible 

and invisible Universe. The only ceremony in which the DhaE~~ 

is invoRed alone is the Danda ~~ (tooth breaking) or Bhelwa

phari (Bhelwa-twig splitting). Dharmesh is placed in a class apart. 

Alike are placed the spirit of the dead ancestors known as 

Pachbalar (Roy, 1985 :p26). The Oraon belief of the ancestor 

spirit seems to be the natural outcome of their belief in human 

soul. The soul, it is believed to leave the body temporarily daily 

during sleep and occasionaly in sickness, trances and similar 

conditions. To Oraons dreams are realities. The supreme God or 

Dharmesh is believed to protect a wandering soul of a sick person. 

Ancestor-Spirits are also believed to guard a wandering soul. when 

an Oraon shows no sign of improvement from illness, the relatives 

call upon their ancestor-spirits (Roy 1985: pp 27-29). 

The soul of a deceased is believed to enter the community 

of ancestor-spirits on the annual Koha Benj a (great marriage) or 

Harb~ (bone throwing) day when bones of all of a clan who have 

died in the course of one year are ceremonially drowned or deposited 

in the clan ossuary or Kundi (Roy, 1985 : p 29). 
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Offerings are made invocation is done to the ancestor-

spirits at every feast and on every suitable occasion though 

there is an annual ceremony Har~~ (All Souls' Feast) wherein 

offerings or sacrifices are made solely to the ancestor spirits 

(Roy 1985 : p 32). In the case of serious illness in the family, 

a vow is sometimes taken, to offer a grey fowl to the ancestor 

spirits. Ancestor-Spirits are classified into beneficient and 

maleficent. The beneficent ancestor-spirits are those who are 

died a natural death and maleficent spirits consists of those 

who have met with unnatural death (Roy 1985 : p38). The ancestor-

spirits are believed to reside under the earth near their Clan-

Pulkhi at the Kundi where their last remains, their bones are 

deposited. 

There are the tutelary deities and spirits to whom 

periodical sacrifices are offered by the Oraon village-priest or 

Pahn on behalf of the village community. some of these are 

regarded as £eot~ or Gods and the others as ~uts or Ghosts. To 

the former belong Pa~ or ~~Rai~,Chala Pach£b2 or Sarua Burhia ---------
and Devi Mai and to the latter belong Darha and Desauli. In some 

villages Duaria or Q~sini and Mahadania are propitiated besides 

the Dar~ and Desauli. There are also certain minor spirits such 

as Bansakti, Garhadhora-Chatursiman and Tusabhura. 

Chala .Pachcho or the Old Lady of the grove ranks as the 

chief of the village deities and spirits. She is the most popular 

of the Oraon deities and receives sacrifices with most elaborate 
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ritual at the annual spring festival Sahr~l held in her honour. 

Every Oraon village has a grove of Sal trees knovm as Chala or 

~~ sacred to this deity. Chala Pachcho is said to be visible 

at times in the shape of an old woman with matted locks of white 

hair (Roy 1985 : pp 42-44). 

Pat or .Pat Raj~ is the master of all the village ~ts 

or spirits whom it controls and keeps under check. It thus protects 

the village from sickness and other misfortunes. Duari~ or ~~ini 

is said to be the at·tendant spirit of Pa~j a. Pat is said to 

ride a Pony and patrol the village at times of epidemic. At one 

time Pat was regarded the foremost of all deities but now Pat 

has fallen in the background (Roy 1985 : pp45-46). 

Darha is the most dreaded of the village spirits. This 

spirit acts .as the guard of the village and protects the village 

from intrusion of other spirits. It has its seat on a plot of 

upland known as Darha-tonk~ or Darha-ta~ situated j'lear or on 

the boundary of every village. The land is left fallow. In some 

areas Darha is said to have another spirit named Deswali for its 

wife and a separate grove is allotted. But mostly ~-Deswal£ 

is regarded the same spirit. In the Oraon villages of Palamau 

district Darha is considered to have a female corrpanion by the 

name of ~ni (Roy 1985 : pp47-48). 

Darha is ordinarily considered a beneficent spirit but in 

the case of a breach in his propitiation he brings in calamity on 
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on men and cat·tle. ,.ll.t stated intervals (varying from village to 

village) from three to b;r1elve years) a buffalo has to be sacrificed 

in honour of the spirit. In the intervening years sheep or goat 

besid.es'fowls are offered (Roy 1985: p48; Dalton 1973: p258). 

In some areas a spirit called Mahadani~ is considered to be 

more terrible than Darha. It is also called Daha-Pachcho. It is 

a male spirit. To Mahadania human sacrifice use to be offered which 

is to a great extent abandoned. How-ever, in distant remote areas 

.human sacrifice is still believed to be practised. Once in every 

nine or ten or twelve years, the spirit has to be propitiated with 

a big sacrifice. The spirit, if not properly propitiated at the 

appointed time, is believed to bring about most terrible epidemics 

and death to villagers (Roy 1985 : pp 50-51). 

The ~!_Mai or Mother-Goddess is borrowed from the Hindu 

neighbours. Near the entrance to Oraon villages there is a Devi

~~£ or ~i~anda or alter for this deity usually by the side 

of a palas tree. The symbols those represent Devi Hai are three, 

five or seven lumps- of earth in the form of small cones represent

ing the breasts of the goddess (Roy 1985 : pp 52-53). 

Besides these general spirits there are certain special 

spirits who may be offered with periodical sacrifices by the 

villagers, e.g., in village Bandi a sheep or buffalo is sacrificed 

alternately once in twelve years to a spirit known as ChappaE 

~urhi~ (Roy, 1985 : p 55). 
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There are believed to be minor deities who reside in woods, 

rivers and streams and in the nooks and corners of the villages 

and are collectively called ~~-d~rh_a-chatur-siman or ~-~~ti. 

These deities are invoked on the occasions of periodical sacrifice. 

Chandi, a female deity is believed to bring success in 

hunting and war. This is the deity par-excellence of bachelor 

young Oraons. In an Oraon village there may be more than one seat 

for this deity. Married persons are not allowed to offer sacrifices 

to this deity. The great annual sacrifice to her is celebrated on 

the full moon-day. It is believed that Chandi appears in various 

terrible shapes such as those of tiger, snake and elephant and 

if one gets frightened he is sure to be punished with an attack 

of fever (Roy 1985 : pp 60-64). 

Ach~el and her companion Joda are special spirits of women. 

Once in a generation, each Oraon family must celebrate the puja 

of Acharel for the well being of the female children married as 

well as unmarried young or old. Periodical as well as special 

sacrifices are offered to her. Jod~ the female companion of Achare1 

to receive sacrifices for the welfare of the nieces, daughters 

and sisters of the head of a family. While Ach~el is prOpitiated 

with sacrifice of goat-kid JOda is offered sacrifice of a female 

sheep (Roy 1985 : pp 65-68). 
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Clan spirits or Khunt-~v!~, spirits of the original 

families of a village are propitiated by the descendants called 

Bhuinhars. The Bhuinhars are divided into Khunts entrusted with -------- --- . ------
the propitiation of their respective Khunt-Bhuts. Ordinarily, some 

land belonging to the Khunt is fixed as the seat of the Khunt-Bhut 

and at that place, at stated intervals, sacrifices are made the 

failing of which brings sic]mess or other calamity on the members 

of the Khun! or their cattle and on the villagers generally. The 

sacrifices are made ordinarily by a member of a Khunt but now a 

days the village Pahan is invited to officiate (Roy, 1985 : pp 68-

72). 

Household spirits such as Baranda Pachcho, Chigri Nad 

and Goesali Nad are propitiated with sacrifices made to them 

by each non-Bhuinhar or separated family in each generation. 

Baranda Pachcho or Lady ~da is believed to be the guardian 

spirit of each separate household (Roy 1985 : p 72). 

The Oraons also believe in some supernatural powers which 

are more or less impersonal. To this category may be included 

certain totem symbols, ·the village flags and certain other village 

emblems, certain musical instruments and weapons, some particular 

tree or grove and tank or a well. In some of these the existence 

of spirit is recognized and in others an immanent power or 

mysterious energy is believed to be there. 
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There is also a class of mischivious spirits who do not 

require any propitiation but have to be scared away by exorcists. 

These spirits are spirits of persons dying unnatural deaths, certain 

vvater spirits and stray disease spirits .(Roy 1985 : p, 96}. 

There are certain forces of evil known as najar_9~jar 1 

bhaibhak,and Chhut,evil eye, evil mouth and evil touch recognized 

by the Oraons and appropiate measures are taken. Jvlisfortunes to 

himself or his family or cattle are attributed to the evil eye 

or the evil word of some malicious witch or sorcerer which ei·ther 

acts directly or has the effect of arousing some spirit (Roy 1985 : 

pp. 102-104). 

Besides propitiation of gods and spirits of various degrees 

of power the Oraons also observe special rites and ceremonies to 

ensure safety at the turning points of an individual life. Thus 

there observances connected to birth, puberty, marriage and death. 

The festivals of the Oraons are the same as the Mundas. 

The festivals are observed to ensure the safety and prosperity of 

the village community. The festivals are connected with their 

economic pursuits, mainly food-gathering, hunting, cattle tending 

and agriculture. 

Two festivals, the Phagu and the Khaddi or Sharul are 

connected with food gathering. 



The Phag£ festival celebrated in the month of Phagun 

(February-March) is really the festival of the Hindus adopted 

by the Oraons in mutilated form, because it stands in similarity 

111i th their own Khadd.!, or sarhul festival. The month of ·.r Phagun: 

not only marks the end of the Dying Year but also the birth of a 

New Year. It is only after the Spring-hunt and the Phagu that 

the Oraons may gather Moh~ flowers for use as food. The Pha2£ 

now-a-days is more associated with hunting among the Oraons. It 

is preceeded and followed by a hunting festival called Phag~ 

Sendra (Roy 1985: pp.192-193). 

Khaddi or Sahrul is observed in the month of Chait {MarCh-

April) i.e. spring. Some observances of the Oraons during this. 

festival differs £rom those of the Mundas. The Oraons believe this 

to be the season of the marriage of Dharti the earth and the 

celebration cannot be had without the blossoming of Sal flowers 

(Dalton 1973 : p.261). The ceremony takes place at the sacred grove 

or sarna, in which the Sal flowers form the essential element. 

untill this festival is held no Oraon is supposed to consume or 

use the new fruits, flowers or edible leaves of the season (Roy 

1985 : p.194). 

On a day fixed after consultation the t:ah~ accompanied by 

the villager go to the sacred grove and sacrifice five fowls after 

selecting according to colours for each deity (Dalton 1973 : p261; 
I 

Roy 1985 : ~208). The fowls are later cooked with rice and offered 

to the persons present. The people then return to the village laden 



with sal flowers. The next day the Pah~ w.ith some males pays a 

visit to each house of the village with an open basket of · S__?l"' 

flowers as he approaches each house the women folk washes his 

feet. There is a common feasting and beer drinking. 

The Oraons have three festivals connected ~..rith hunting, 

Phagu-Senda, Bisu-Sikar and ~th-Sikar. Pha~u Sendra is undertaken 

every year in the month of Phagun or March, Bisu-Sikar in the ------ ----------
month of Baisakh or April-May and Jeth-Sikar in the month of June. --------
The Danda Katta ceremony to ward off the evil eye and the evil 

mouth and sacrifices to Chan£.:!:, the presiding spirit of hunting 

are the religious and magico-religious rites connec~ed with these 

hunts (Roy 1985 : pp.227-228). Phagu Sendra or the Spring-hunt 

terminates with the Ehagu festival. Bisu-Sikar or the Summer hunt 

is celebrated just before the time of sowing of paddy seeds is 

believed to be connected with the growth of paddy. For two months 

after Jeth-Sik~ or Rainy Season hunt, an Oraon should abstain from 

killing any animals. A breach of this taboo is likely to affect 

the growth of paddy crops. 

Each hunting festival is followed by ~atE~ of dancing 

festival. The Jatras are not merely festivals of rejoicing but 

are of magical importance to the tribe for they are believed to 

have influence on the economic prospects of the tribe. The Jatras 

also carry a social significance. 

The only festival connected with cattle is the sohorai • 

This festival is adopted from the Hindus, to be specific, from the 

cattle tending Ahirs (Roy 1985 : p.231). 
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The main agricultural festivals celebrated by the Oraons 

are Hariari celebrated during June-July (Asarh), Kadlota 

celebrated in the month of August (Bhado), Khara Puj~ 

celebrated in October-November (Kartik or Aghan), the Kar~ and 

the Jitia festivals which respectively precede and follow the 

Kadlot~. Hariar_! is celebrated after paddy and cotton seeds are 

s¢own in all the fields of the village. Unless Hariari is 

celebrated no one in the village may transpiliant his fields. Though 

Hariari is a public celebration still individual Oraons also make 

private Hari2ri £Uja by offering sacrifices of fowls in their 

houtses to their ancestor spirits and Khunt spirits before they 

begin to transfer paddy seedlings to their fields. On a day appoin

ted after consultation amongst the ~g or village elders the 

2airahi or public Hariari is held. Fowls are sacrificed as are 

sometimes goats and sheeps. Each sacrificial animal is identified 

to a particular spirit (Roy 1985 : pp.235-237). 

Kadlota or Kadleta is celebrated when rice grains have 

formed in the rice plants. Apprehensions of danger to the crops 

not only from mischievous birds and beasts but also from evil 

eye; envious tongue of man and evil spirits is the source of this 

"festival. The Kadlota festival is followed by the Danda Katta 

ceremony. Generally the tenth day of the moon in the month of 

August is selected for the celebration of !5ad}2ta. Fowls are 

sacrificed, collected from the houses of some of the villagers 

and taken to some upland where the festival is held~Roy 1985 : 

pp .. 238-239). 
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The Karam festival according to Mr. Luther is the most 

important festival of the Oraons (Dalton 1973 : p.259). It has 

been borrowed from the Hindu or the semi-Hinduised Neighbours. 

It is in a manner incorporated with the Kadlota festival of which 

it forms a part (Roy 1973 : ];1240). The !5~ is essentially a 

festival of the women and particularly of maidens. Medicine men 

or witch doctor or spirit doctors conduct their disciples on the 

day of the ~~ festival. According to Dalton (1973: p~259), the 

festival is celebrated when the time comes for planting rice grown 

in seed beds. But, according to s.c. Roy {1985 : p 240), it forms 

a part of !s;adlot~, but this does not seem to hold good. 

'I'he Jitia festival is celebrated twelve days after the 

Karam festival. This festival too is a borrowing from the Hindus. 

The festival is not celebrated at a public place but, an individual's 

house is selected every year where the villagers gather. Ancestor 

spirits of that individual• s family are propi·tiated with offerings 

of rice-gruel or pulT!J?kin, Jhingi and Gong~ flowers (Roy 1985: 

PP 2 4 7.;.. 2 48 ) • 

Kharra Puja or ~arih~Qi is the last agricultural festival 

of a year. No villager t~esh his paddy before the village priest 

has prepared his threshing floor and has performed public Kharra 

Eu_i2 on it. Fowls are sacrificed to the principal deities and 

spirits. Each villager perform this puja privately in the threshing 

floor of each Khunt (Roy 1973 : pp~249-250). 
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The dichotomy of the supernatural 1vorld into the Spirit 

of Good and the forces of evil has led to the origin of two classes 

of magicians -- the White Magicians known as ~~gats or Sokh~ 

and the Black Hagicians known as Matis or DeoE!_E~· The former 

class derive their beneficient powers from the God Mahad~ vlhile 

the latter derive their power from magic spells or ~!£~~ and 

also seek the help of some evil spirit. Witches or dai~ and 

wizards or bisaha~ are also Black I'1agicians. 

The Bha~~~ or Sokha~ are summoned to divine the cause of 

some calamity and remove it. The ~tis or Deonras are professionally 

employed not only to divine the causes of similar calamities and 

to exercise spirits set up by other Matis or by Dains or Bischas 

but also to cause calamity to a clients enemy (Ro~1985 : pp.256-

251). 

The art of each class of magicians has to be learnt through 

an in·tensive training imparted by low caste Hindus. 

The Gonds are perhaps the principal tribe of the Dravidian 

family and the most important of the non-Aryan tribes. They found 

in the States of Madhya Pradesh, Orissa, Maharashtra, Andhra 

Pradesh, Bihar, Mysore, west Bengal and Gujrat, but their highest 

concentration is in Madhya Pradesh. The origin of the term Gcn\li is 

uncertain. It is probably the name given by the Hindus and 

Mohammedans. The members of the tribe call themselves Koi or 

Koitur (Bhowmick, 1971. : pp.92-100; Tea District Labour Association, 
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1924 : p.188). The tribe has a language of its· own known as 

Gondi and are found to speak a number of dialects of Dravidian 

family of language. some Gonds are found to be expert in speaking 

the neighbouring languages. According to Dalton, he has not met 

any Gond in Bengal who has knowledge of Gondi. 

Among the Gonds proper there are two aristocratic divisions 

the Raj Gonds and the Khatolas. The Raj Gonds are a landholding 

class (Tea District Labour Association, 1924 : p.160). They are 

supposed to be descendants from families who attained the dignity 

of chief (Risley,1891). According to Dalton (1973: p.275), the 

Hindu subjugators of the Gonds are traditionally styled Rajputs, 

who formed alliances with the families of the chiefs and hence 

sprung a superior class of Gonds whQ assumed the title of Raj 

Gonds. 

The Khatolas are suspected of mixed descent and in some 

parts they are not married by ordinary Gonds. 

The Koya Gonds inhabit AndhraPPradesh. The Gaita and 

Gattu Gonds are found in ·the Chanda region. Gond groupings are 

also found named after the territories they inhabit e.g., the 

Larhia, who inhabi·t Chattisgarh, the Handlaha, who inhabit Mandla 

and the Lanjiha of Lanji etc. 

The Gonds of Bastar have two sub divisions, the Maria 

Gonds and the Muria Gonds. Muria means a group with permanent 

settlement. The Marias are wild and are apparently named after 

'Mad' as the hilly tract of Bastar is called. Dalton says that the 
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name Maria is derived from the Gondi term for tree. The Murias 

live on plains and are more civilized. These two groups are further 

divided into small exogamous septs. According to Russell (1916), 

the septs of Maria Gonds are divided into two great classes; there 

are ninety septs in class 'A' and sixty nine in class 1 B'. The 

Muria Gonds are divided into large exogamous clans named after 

animals in Hindi. 

The Gonds of Chhindwara and other places are divided into 

moities on the basis of number of gods worshipped. some worship 

two, some three, some more than three upto seven. There are 

restrictions on the inter marriage of different classes. However, 

there is no individual name for each moeity (Bhowmick, 1971 : 

p.101; Dalton, 1973: p.280). The name of the gods are different 

in different places. 

The territorial units of the tritfl,e are divided into 

phratries. Each phratry is exogamous. The Gonds in Chanda have 

four phratries. The members of a phratry disinguishes themselves 

from those other phratries by ·the number of gods they worship. 

The patrilineal clan or ~ is another important group of 

the Gonds. The clans are territorial in nature and each clan has 

a respective place of origin locally known as bhu~. Members of a 

clan maintain territorial affinity with the bhu~. Each clan is 

exogamous and have a set of clan gods. The clans are also 

totemistic. Recently there has developed among the Gonds a type 

of ancestral clan Jmown locally as gotr~. This is a borrowing 
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from the Hindu neighbours (Bhowmick, 1971: p.162). 

The exogamy of the Gonds appear to preserve traces of the 

system found in Australia. Though the Gonds are described as 

monogamous, polygynous marriages are not unknown. sorror<IH 

polygyny is preferred. Tribal endogamy is highly esteemed though 

now-a-days marriages with members of other communities are noticed. 

Junior Levirate is in practice. 

cross cousin marriage of parallel type is not practiced, 

but mother• s brother• s daughter and f.ather• s sister• s daughter 

types of cross cousin marriages are popular. Adult marriage is 

a rule, though child marriage is not opposed. Pre-marital affairs 

are usual. Mates are acquired through negotiations, by purchase, 

by exchange, by service, by intrusion and by elopement (Bhawmick, 

1971 1: p.105). In case of negotiated marriages Bethrotals take 

placE1 about two years before marriage but a divination is employed 

to .~certain if the praposed union will prove to be a happy one 

(Dalton, 1973: p-279). 

Marriage customs of the Gonds differ from place to place 

and from group to group, however, there are certain items common 

such as perambulation at the sacred pole anoin·ting of a paste of 

turmeric and oil on the body of bride and bride groom, drinking 

and dancing and ceremonial feasting (Bhowmick, 1971: p-105). A 

distinctive feature of Gond marriage is that the ceremony takes 

place at the bride grooms house (Tea District Labour Association, 

1924 : p.161). 
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Divorce is allowed and sanctioned by the community. Divorce 

can be obtained on the grounds of adultery, quarrelsomeness, sexual 

disorders. Childnessness is never considered a cause for divorce 

(Bhowrnick, 1971 : p.106; Tea District Labour Association, 1924: 

p.162). Divorce is obtained by sumuoning of village panchayat, 

reclaiming of bride price and a feast. 

vlidow and widower remarriage is permitted (Tea District 

Labour Association, 1924 : p.162; Bhowmick, 1971 : p.106; Risley 

1891). 

In mind the Gond society does not consist only those who 

live on the earth. Dead members of a clan also form part of a 

community. The Gond funeral is in many respects a sequel to the 

marriage rite. For the Gond who dies unmarried the full rites may· 

not be performed and he remains for ever outside the company of 

god and the departed clan members. On the other hand even a virgin 

boy or girl who has undergone wedding rites is eligible for 

cremation and ritual introduction to the god and the departed clan 

members (Haimendorf, 1979 : p.363). The funeral rites relate much 

more to the passage of the spirit from the dwellings of the.livin·g 

to the world beyond. 

The Gonds ascribe the inception of life in a human embryo 

to the entrance of a liv, a life force sent there by Bh~av~, 

the supreme god. Death is considered the direct result of the jiv 

leaving the body and diseases are taken to be devices designed by 

Bhagawel!! to facilitate the work of j iv leaving the body (Haimendorf, 

1979: pp.363-364). 
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Elaborate rites and rituals surround a death. Natural or 

normal death is followed by cremation. Those who die unauspicious 

death and women who die during pregnancy or child birth are not 

··"· cremated (Haimendorf, 1979: p.369). Due to economic constraints 

sometimes persons eligible for cremation are buried with minimum 

of ceremony (Haimendorf, 1979 : p,369). A child who dies before 

name giving ceremony is buried (Bhowmick, 1971 : p.106). In the 

case of normal death the body is laid on the floor of the living 

room with the head pointing towards the east. In the case· of burial 

the body is buried with head pointed towards the north. 

In all funeral rites specific parts are assigned to both 

agnatic and affinal kinsmen. Certain acts may be performed by 

the agnates while others are the duty of the affines. However, two 

persons are chosen as the chief actors. One of them must be the 

son failing which a close agnatic kinsmen and the other must be a 

affinal kinsman. Bhowmick (1971 : p.106) mentions of ·sister's son 

and son in law as the chief actors. several women also play cons-

picuous roles. There is no specific mourning period (Haimendorf, 

197 9 : p. 3 7 0) .. 

The traditional Gond religion represents a form of animism 

considerably influenced· by doctrines, beliefs and rituals of the 

Hindus and Muslims. The propitiation of various spiri·ts and deities 

is still important. Animism is reflected in the cult of objects 

supposed to be the abode of spirits. Bar Deo and Dulha Deo are 

characteristic deities. The spirit of the dead are worshipped. 



The distinctive feature of Gond religion is the worship 

of phratry and clan deities described as Persa Pen or Great God. 

The vital role of the worshipping this deity is furthering the 

cohesion of the clan (Haimendorf, 1979 : p.428). The Gonds of 

4 Chindwara consider Dula Deo and ~a Pen as one (Dalton, 1973: 

p. 280). ~~~~ has the symbol of a battle axe fastened to a 

tree. 

Besides the J?ersa Pen cult which formsthe mystical tie 

between the members of a clan, there are village deities \vhich 

invite no corporate action but the cult of which is the responsi-

bility of the community, limited by the. confines of a village. The 

foremost among the village deities are the Aki Pen, the village 
. -------

mother. Both of them are worshipped whenever the village community 

as a whole takes up any ritual activity (Haimendorf, 1971 :p·43~). 

There are certain other female deities, all referred to as Amval. 

Some of them are associated with specific regions, while some have 

functional characteristics. Unlike other tribals of middle India 

the Gonds are not worried about evil spirits. Basic to Gond belief 

is the idea that none of the invisible things peopling the world 

is fundamentally evil. It is only when they are angered by offensive 

. action by human being that danger arises. The spirit of the dead. 

is propitiated. There is not periodical worship of the ancestors 

of a family. 

4. Mentioned as Pharsi Pen in Dalton (1973: p.280). 
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Human sacrifice was practised by the Gonds, but it has been 

given up. Now-a-days they make up an image of a man with straw 

and other materials to serve the purpose (Dalton, 1973 : p 281). 

Sorcery is believed to be prevalent among the Gonds and is 

the prerogative of the males. Sorcerers play a vital role in all 

stages of life. 

The main festival of the Gonds is one which resembles the 

Holi of the Hindus. The Holi of the Gonds though has outward 

featural resemblance with the Holi of the Hindus is of different 

significance. It is a solemn affirmation of the unity of the 

village community. The festival also signifies the beginning of 

the new agricultural year which starts with the full moon of 

Durai. ---
The full moon of Chait passes inconspicuously but the 

following new moon, the beginning of Bhav~ is ·the occasion of a 

feast celebrated by the entire comounity. Chenchi.Bhi~~ and 

Irku Pen or Persa Bhim~ receive worship. Fowls and goats are 

sacrificed. The night is believed to be the wedding of Chenchi 

Bhim~. The rites have two parts, the first fruits offering 

of Chir!?.!:!~ and the Pantomime of sowing, harvesting of crops and 

the performance of sympathetic magic par-excellence. All the 

phases of the agricultural year are enacted. 

Bha~ is the month of feasts and celebrations. The great 

feasts in honour of the clan deities are pr~ceeded by the more or 



less elaborate rites for such deities as Jangu ·Bai, Boc3£!, 

Bhim2Ea and Rajul~~· The worship of such a deity is ~he 

responsibility of individual families. 

t56 

At the new moon of ~Bhave, the month of the breaking 

of monsoon, is the season of the beginning of the ploughing and 

sowing and culminates with ripening of the first crops. The Gonds 

see the need for creating an atmosphere of harmonyG On a day the 

boys of the village collect golden ~~ia and scatter in at all 

shrines and sacred stones. They also strew the thresholds of 

every house with the flowers. 

Akar;h rites corresponds to June-July, the first month 

belonging to the rainy season. Two important rites are performed 

on consecutive days. The object of the rites is securing divine 

protection for cattle and herdsmen on their wandering in the 

forest. For the first of these rites men assemble at the village 

border and on the path leading from the village a fowl is sacrificed 

to Datur ~~ praying for protection of cattle. The second rite 

Jmown as Akafl rite helps to secure in a magical v-1ay the safe 

return of the animals. This is held in honour of Pol8!!! Raj ul, 

a god holding sv1ay over villages and forests. sacrifices of 

chicken and goats are made. A separate offering is made to 

Gauri Peg who protects the cattle from tigers. 

Pola rite is observed in July-August. The herd boys go 

from house to house and beg millet flour and dal. Taking provisions 

with them they drive cattle to a stone sacred to Chope~ P~, the 

god of salt licJ<::. The cattle are gathered near the stone and 
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offerings are made to Chcpen. The same day in the evening when 

all the cattles have returned to their cattle sheds are rite 

in honour of ~odi_~arki the mother of cow sheds is performed. 

Days before Pola, offerings are made to Si~---M~ki the goddess 

of village boundary. A fowl and a sheep is sacrificed. On the 

full moon day of ~la the Gonds in conformity to the practice 

of Hindus perform Naga_l;ean££ rites to propi·tiate the cobras. In· 

some places Hanuman and Shiva are worshipped. 

In the month of August-September when the rain crops 

begin to ripen the ritual first eating of the crops is performed 

before any of them may be eaten. Even ·the vegetables of the 

kitchen garden should not be touched until the ritual first 

eating is done. The Nowon rite is therefore performed. The rite --- ' 

consists of the offering of the first Sarna ears and early 

vegetables and subsequent ceremonial eating of the new crop. 

All the village deities are propitiated on this occasion. 

On the dark moon night betv1een ~~J2.0k and Q,!~li, the 

month cor~esponding to September-October is held, the rite 

.1 Petre Am as; ·for the honour of the departed. This rite is 

observed only by the members of the Raj a families. Twelve 

married couples eat at the dead of the night a sacremental 

meal, and it is believed that the spirits of the departed attend 

the ceremony and share the meal. The rite is a minor one and 

domestic is character. New rice is offered to_Aki_Peg and Au~. 
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Formerly, the Gon,cl-s had to depend on food gathering. But 

now-a-days the life of the individual Gond and indeed the life 

of the whole community is ·sustained by agriculture and the 

whole nature of the Gcridculture can be understood against the 

background of agricultural activities (Haimendorf, 1979 : p.394). 

Tho1:1gh majority of the Gonds follo-w agriculture as their primary 

occupation many have been found to be engaged as field labourers, 

wood cutters, milkmen, herdsmen, artisans and other activities. 

Many work as boatman, carpenter and many are in whi·te collar .jobs. 

The Gonds domesticate animals like cow, bullock, buffalo, 

pig, goat, sheep, dog, fowl and pegion. Buffalo, goat and cow 

are domesticated for milk. Bullock and buffalo are used for plough 

harnessing •. Pig is domesticated for meat and fowl for egg and 
. -

flesh (Bhowmick, 1971 : p. 96). 

The Gonds usually have a uniform food habit. They take 

three meals a day. Their staple food is gruel of millet and 

rice boiled in water. Another common dish is the broth_ of millet. 

Rice is held as a special dish and usuaJ.ly prepared for feasts. 

Vegetables such as pumpkin, cucumber, leaves of gram, yams, 

mangoes, tamarind and others are consumed. Moreover, different 

roots, tubers, mush-rooms are consumed. They are not particular 

about choice of meat of animals but, pig, fowl, deer, rabits, 

pegion, white do~e, snake are preferred. 
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~~~aiks 

According to Risley (1891), the Baraiks are sub-castes 

of the Pans of Chota Nagpur. The Pans of Manbhurn are said to 

call themselves ~iks. In Ranchi they are found under the 

n arne of Chik or Chik-B ~ik. 

The tribe has numerous totems including the tiger, buffalo, 

monkey, tortoise, cobra, owl, king crow etc. The totem follows 

the male line of descent and a man may not marry a woman who 

has the same totem as himself. 

Marriage among the Baraiks is usually adult. A bride 

price of Rs. 2 in cash, a mound and a half of husked rice, a goat 

and tv10 saris is paid. ,! Sinduran: and tying together of the hands 

of the bride and the bridegroom and considered to be the essential 

parts of the marriage ceremony. 

The religion of the Baraiks is a sort of bastard Hinduism, 

varying r..vith the locali-ty in which they happen to be settled. 

Traces of primitive animism are found beneath the thin covering 

of Hinduism. Bar Pahar is worshipped in the month of Phal_2!n 

(February-March) with the sacrifice of a he-goat. 

The Baraiks do not have any particular festival. They 

observe every festival according to their conveneience. 
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The Baraiks are traditionally weavers and basket makers. 

Their tradit.ional occupation is slowly being replaced by agri-

culture and other occupations. 

Beef and Pork are relished by the members of the tribe. 

They also drink heavily. 

The Kharias -----
The Kharias are a Dravidian cultivating tribe of ChotaNagpur 

and classed on linguistic grounds as Kolarian. One of t[;}eir 

traditions suggest that they succeeded the Oraons as set·tlers 

in ·the country between Roth as and Patna. Another tradition 

suggests that they came from Moharbhanj (Risley, 1891) 5• From 

Moharbhanj they made their way up the valley of the Koel river to 

the south western corner of Lohardaga district where they are now 

c oncen tr ate d. 

The Kharias of Lohardaga are divided into four sub-trib~s 

Dil-Kharia, Dud-Kharia, Erenga-Kharia and Hunda-Kharia. The Du.d-

Kharia affect a leaning towards Hinduism and do not eat beef. 

The Munda-Khari_a, are supposed to be the offspring of an intrigue 

with a Munda woman. Hypergamou.s relations subsist between the t·r.r.ro 

tribes. Kharia women are at times taken as wives by the .Mundas. 

5. Dalton (1973: p. 159) mentions that there is also a tradition 
which says that they had come from the south and ascended the 
valley of the Koel river till they found themselves in the 
present location. 
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Exogamy is practised and a man may not marry a woman of 

his own sept. The Kharias are said to have a certain degree of 

laxity in terms of consanguineous marriages. Girls are married 

after puberty and pre-marital sexual intercourse is tacitly 

recognised. Lately, some rich Kharias have taken upto infant 

marriages following Hindu fashion (Risley, 1891). 

Marriages are fixed by the parents and bride price 

ranging from one to ten heads of cattle must be paid before the 

day can be fixed. The day of marriage must be in January-February 

(Risley, 1891}. 

The primitive idea of marriage with the Kharias was a 

dance and a feast. The Kharias have no word for marriage in their 

own language. They have borro-v1ed the term bib~ from the Hindu 

neighbours along with certain ceremonies (Dalton, 1973 : p. 160). 

The day before the marriage the bride's party escorts her to the 

bridegroom's house and stay at a place prepared for them. Both 

the parties are provided with a earthen jar of water wreathed by 

ears of rice and crowned with a lamp. The day is spent with 

dances and songs. Early next day the bride and bridegroom are 

anointed with oil and taken to bathe. After this the bride and 

the bridegroom stand facing each other on the yoke of a plough 

placed on five bundles of straw spread on the ground and the 

brid~groom smears vermillion on the brides forehead (Risley, 

1891; Dalton, 1973 : p. 160). After the rituals the party sit 
. 

down under a tree to feast. While the feast is on the bride is 
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required to wash a cloth before the company. This signifies that 

the bride is prepared to do all sorts of work in the family. 

Widow remarriage is permitted and divorce is allowed on 

the ground of adultery.' A divorced woman can marry again. 

The religion of the Kharias may be defined as a mixture 

of animism and nature worship, in which animism predominates. 

As the nominal head of their system we find ~=~har, to whom 

buffaloes, rams and cocks are offered at uncertain intervals. 

He seems to be a deity who brings neither good nor evil to 

mankind and is not in-charge of any special department (Risley~ 

1891). There are, then, working deities such as ~ho=£~ who 

delights in muddy places and takes care of the darhis or spring 

of water. Pigs, goats and red fowls are offered to him. Nasan 

Dubo is the god of destruction who scatters death and disease 

and must be propitiated with sacrifices of five chickens. Giri££ 

6 Dubo is the sun • Every family must offer five sacrifices to this· 

divinity. The first of fowls, the second of pig, the third of 

a white goat, the fourth of a ram and the fifth of a buffalo. 

In praying to Bero or Qiring _!2ub~ the Khar ias refer to him as 

~~~hw~. The moon is worshipped as !l~lo Dubo. A black cock 

is offered to this god._Pat Dubo is a god who loves rocky places 

6. Dalton (1973 : p. 159) mentions that the Kharias worship 
the sun under the name Bero. 



and is propitiated by offering of grey goat or reddish brown 

fowls. Do:r::1ga Darha and Mahad6£ are hill gods propitiated with 

offering of a white goat and rams respectively. Gumi is the 
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god who lives in the sacred grove a cow is offered to him. ~9in 

~arha is the protector of the rice crop and is offered a white 

goat. ~~~~ is believed to be responsible for cattle disease 

and a buffalo is sacri,#iced at the outbreak of a disease (Risley, 

1891,. 

The religious festivals of the Kharias are identical with 

the Mundas. They have adopted from the Hindus the custom of the 

boring of the ears of the children and the occasion when the 

hair is for the first, time tied up. 

The Kharias do not employ Brahmans for religious and 

ceremonial purposes. They have their own priest called Kalo 

whose office is usually hereditary. They also take the help of 

the village Pahan who is usually a M'l:mda or a Orao:r::1. 

Corpses of married persons are cremated while those of 

unmarried are buried. The ashes and bones of the dead who has 

been cremated are put into an earthen vessel and thrown into a 

river and tank (Risley, 1891; Dalton, 1973 : p. 160). 

The settled Kharias are cultivators and in the south west 

of Lohardaga many of them claim to be bhuinhars. In other parts 
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they are tenants at will and farm labourers. The wild Kharias 

of Manbhum and Gangpur practise Jhum method of cultivation. The 

Dud-Kharias abstain from beef and eat Kachchim. The other Kharias 

eat monkeys and various types of other animals. 

The Parj as 

The P~jas are believed to be the offshoot of the Gonds. 

They reside principally in the Zamindari of Jeypore in the Madras 

Presidency and in the Central Provinces. There is a certain degree 

of confusion as to the name of this tribe but it appears that 

it is derived from the Sanskri·t word Praja meaning a subject 

{Tea District Labour Association, 1924 : p. 166). 

The tribe appears to have resided originally in the 

Madras Presidency and migrat~d from there to the Central Provinces. 

According to one of their traditions, the J?arj as were the original 

Gond inhabitants of the country and were supplanted by a later 

immigration of the same tribe who reduced them to subjection 

and became Raj Gonds. 

The tribe has exogamous totemistic septs, as bagh, a 

tiger, Kachi~, a tortoise, bokda, a goat,.~~, a dog, etc. 

Killing of the animal after which the sept is named is prohibited. 

The tribe has many endogamous sub-divisions such as, 

Barang Jodia, Pengu Proj a, Khondi, J?arengi Parj a, Benda or Bunda, 

Tagara Parj a and Dur Parj a. 
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Marriage is prohibited between members of the same sept. 

As however the number of sept;. is small, the rule is not adhered 

to now and members of the sane sept is allowed to marry so long 

as they do not belong to the same village. The prcposal of 

marriage is made by the boy's father, who first offers a cup 

of liquor to the gir 1 1 s father in the b ~ ar and exp 1 ained his 

wishes. If the girl's father disapproves of the match he returns 

an equal quantity of liquor to the boy•s father. The girl is 

usually consulted but little heed is payed to her wishes. In 

the event of a girl becoming pregnant before marriage, the man 

is required to take her giving the presents customary in the 

case of a marriage. The man may if he wishes subseque:m·t1y mar.ry 

some other woman but the girl may not marry again. 

Marriages take place at the boy's house and it is a 

peculiar custom that a bride going to the bridegrooms house to 

be married is accompanied only by her female relations. 

In the Barang Jhodia, Phengu and Khond divisions, it is 

customary for a man to marry his parental aunt• s daughter. 

Dormitory for boys and girls is in force amongst the Parjas. 

Widows are permitted to remarry and a widow is forced 

to marry he~deceased husband's younger brother if he has one. 

A divorced woman may marry again and she bas the same rights as 
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a widow for remarriage. 

The Parjas worship the same class of divinities of the 

hills and forests as are usually reverenced by the primitive 

tribes. They also worship Q~teswari, the tutelary goddess of 

Bastar. Most villages have a man possessed by the deity and his 

advice is sought in religious matters. Nedha Ghunti2 is another 

important person who fixes days for weddings, construction of 

houses and conrrnencement. of sowing. 

The principal festival of the Parjas are the Harel~, 

or the feast of the new vegetation in July, ~ Xhani, ~r feast 

of the new rice crop in August or Septerriber and the Am-N awakhani 
-- -- -

or new Mango crop in April or May. 

The dead are buried. The corpse being laid in the ground 

with the head to the east and the feet to the west. Rice gruel, 

water and a tooth stick are placed on the grave for sometime 

during the nights after death. The period of mourning varies 

from three to nine days. 

The tribe are cultivators and grow rice and other crops. 

Many of them are vi 11 age he adman and the term Dhu~ is more 

practically applied. Fowls, pigs, large lizards, field rats, 

bisons and buffaloes are eaten by the tribe. some of them eat 

beef while others abstain from it. 
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TI}~~1Eat!2~ 

The Halpaharias are found in the Ramgarh hills of Birbhum 

district and at the foothills of the Raj Mahal hills. They appear 

to be ·alJIIOSt unconnected with the RajMahal hillmen. According 

to Mr. Ball, the Halpaharias show certain similarities with the 

Kharias and .Paharias of Manbhurn but their language does not lead 

to infer ~such close affinity (Dalton, 1973 ; p. 274). The 

Malpaharias are a non-Aryan tribe and are supposed to be a 

Hinduised section of the Males or Sauria Paharias, but they deny 

having any relationship with the Males. 

The tribe has two· sub-tribes Ivlalpaharia proper and the 

Kumar or Komar_ Bhag. The latter is more Hinduised (Tea Distr~ct 

Labour Association, 1924 : p. 148; Risley, 1891). Each sub-tribe 

is further sub-divided into exogamous septs such as Ahriti, 

Dehriti, Girhi, .rvlanjhi, Patra, Pujhor and Sikdar. The septs 

are totemistic in character {Risley, 1891). 

Prohibitions in marriage arising out of totemism is 

practise. Also is practised prohibitions of the ordinary Hindu 

type. 

Marriage among the tribe is either infant or adult with 

the former being considered more respectable. Girls are rarely 

married before the age of t:en or eleven .{Tea District Labour 

Association, 1924 : p. 149; Risley, 1891). :Pre-marital sexual 
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in·tercourse is tacitly recognised. It is understood that if an 

unmarried girl becomes pregnant her lover will come forward 

and marry her. A professional match maker, Sithu, is usually 

employed by the bridegroom's party to find suitable bride. After 

the selection the bridegroom's people make a formal inspection 

and bride price is paid. §~~ forms the binding part of the 

actual ceremony {Tea District Labour Association, 1924 : p. 149; 

Risley 1891). 

Polygamy is practised at least in theory. A man may 

marry two sisters, but should folloVJ· the order of age. Widows 

are allowed to remarrye It is expected that she will marry her 

late husband's younger brother if there is one, but if she wishes 

she may not (Risley, 1891). 

The tribe worships the earth and the sun. At the head 

of their religion stands the sun to whom obeisance is made 

morning and evening and in whose honour goats are sacrificed. 

Dha~i~ (mother earth) is also worshipped (Tea District Labour 

Association, 1924 : p. 149). They have one great festival in a 

year in the month of January or Magh, corresponding with the 

great harvest joy of the Hos and Nundas. It is called ~nd~, 

which is evidently Hindi meaning earth god (Dalton, 1973: P• 274). 

Singbahani who rules over tigers, snakes, scorpions and similar 

noxious beasts is also held in honour (Tea District Labour 

Association, 1924 : p. 149). The Hindu goddesses ~ and Lak~ 

are also worshipped. Ancestor worship is also prevalent and every 
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village has a tutelary deity. 

The dead are usually cremated. A piece of bone is preserved 

to be thrown into a running stream or deep tank. 

Hunting, food gathering and ihum cultivation is said to 

be the livelihood of the tribe and large proportion of the tribe 

adhere to these modes. But, there is a gradual shift towards 

set·tled cultivation. 

The tribe has no tradition worth mentioning except that 

their first parents were born of a cow. 

The santals -----
The santals have of late been the most honoured of the 

aboriginal races of Bengal. They are found at intervals, sometimes 

in considerable masses but more generally much scattered, in a 

strip of Bengal, extending for about 350 miles from the Ganges 

to the Baitarini, bisected by the meredian of Bhagalpur or 870 

east longitude and comprising of the districts of Bhagalp~_r, 

the Santal :Parganas, Birbhum, Bankura, Hazaribagh, Manbhum, 

Medinipur, SingbhUtiJ, Mayurbhanj and Balasore. The Santal l?arganas 

contain the most number of members of the tribe and is considered 

the nucleus of the tribe {Dalton, 1973 : p. 207). 
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The tribe is of Dravidian origin classed on linguistic 

grounds as Kolarian. The tribe is believed to have immigrated 

from the northern parts of India but their own traditions hardly 

supports this. The santhal settlements that skirt the Rajmahal 

hills are readily traced back to more southern districts. 

According to Santhal tradition the origin of the tribe 

is traced to a wild goose (Hasdak) which laid two eggs out of 

which one male and female Pilchu Haram and Pilchu Burh~ were 

produced. The two are the parents of the tribe (Risley, 1891). 

The eggs were laid at P.Jlri .Pipri. From Ahiri Pipri the progenitors 

of the tribe migrated to Hara Duttie where they multiplied .in 

number and were called 'Khan1ars'. From Hara Duttie they moved 

to Khariagarh and Hurredgurhi and eventually settled in Chai 

Champa in Hazaribagh district where they lived for several 

generations. From Chai Champa the tribe was forced by the Birhors 

to migrate. The tribe moved to Chotanagpur, from there to 

Jaldah, Patkum and then to Saont. They stayed at Saont for a 

considerable period of time. It was at their stay at Saont that 

they took up the name of Santal. The stay at saont was short 

lived and the tribe was forced to leave the place and they 

moved to Sikhar (Dalton, 1973 :· pp 209-210). 

The internal struc-ture of the tribe is singularly complete 

and elaborate. There are twelve exogamous septs, Hasdak, Murrnu, 

Kisku, Hembrorn, Marundi, Saren, Tudu, Baske, Besra, Pauria, 
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Chore and Bedia. The first seven are said to be descendants from 

the seven sons of Pilchu Haran and Pilchu Burhi. The five others 

were added afterwards. All these septs are patriarchal. Dalton .,. 

(1973 : p 212) mentions the twelve septs as Saran, Murmu, Marli, 

Kisku, Besera, Hansda, Tudi, Baski, Hemrow, Karwar and Chorai. 

The twelfth sept is not named. 

Each Santal village has a !2:agmC!£.ib.:h whose duty is to look 

after the morals of the boys and girls. There is also a Paramanik 

whose function is to attend the farming arrangements and to 

apportion of lands. He disallows any monopoly of peculiarly 

fertile rice lands. All must have the share of good and bad. Each 

village also has a priest who is called Naia or Nayaka. The 

offices of the Ja:;:!magll:!i and Paramanik are hereditary (Dalton., 

1973 : P• 213) .. 

A santal cannot marry within his sept or sub-septs. He 

may marry into any other sept including the sept in which his 

mother belonged. Polygamy is preferred and there are indications 

of existence of fraternal polyandry. Girls are ~sually married 

to men of their choice but only after they have attained 

adulthood. Widows are allowed to marry again but must marry 

her deceased husband's younger brother. Divorce is permitted 

at the wish of either of the parties at the presence of the 

assembled villagers ~Risley, 1891). Six forms of marriages are 

recognised in Santal society, regular marriage (bapla or kiring 



bahu, bride purchase); ghard.:L.J.2~; nirbolok; ~ga; kiri!!£! 

i~ or husband purchase. 

The Santhal religion is animistic. The supreme deity is 

the sun god or §.ing Bon92 {Dalton, 1973 : pp 213-214). Every 

third year and in some families every fourth or fifth year, 
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the head of the family offers a goat to the supreme deity7 • ~in,2 

~onga is identified with Thak££ or Thak~~ (Mulmerjee, 1962 : 

p. 273). 

There are several village spirits who are worshipped 

during all public festivals. The chief among these is Maran~ 

~ or ~~~~~· This deity is believed to have the widest 

possible powers and is associated with good and mischievious 

godlings. Marang Buru is a malignant and destructive deity. He 

is propitiated during all Santal festivals with offerings of a 

white fowl or goat and rice beer .{Dalton, 1973 : p. 214; Risley, 

1891; Mukherjee, 1962 : p. 275). 

There are other village deities like ~nrenko Tuauiko, 

h . . t ah d 'h. H 8 h f ~s s~s ers ~~~e Er~, J er Era an ManJ ~ aran • Eac o 

these deities have a Jahirthan or sacred'grove allotted to them 
' ---------

(Risley, 1891; Mulillerjee, 1962 : p. 275). Monrenko is worshipped 

7. MuYillerjee, C (1962 : p. 274) writes that the tribe worships 
Sing Bonga every tenth year. 

8. Dalton {1973 : p. 214), mentions of a deity named Monika. 
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for the general welfare of the village and propitiated with a 

brcwn hen or a red she-goat. In the eastern part of ChotaNagpllr 

Chan~~ga, the moon god and Ba~hut, tiger devil is worshipped 

(Dalton, 1973 : p. 214). 

Apart from village spirits, there are hill spirits who 

are propitiated to prevent any harm done by such spirits. These 

super-human agencies are called Pats. The Pats derive their 

names from the hills they are believed to reside in. The chief 

hill deity is ~ehr~Pat worshipped for success in hunting, 

incidental harms in that connection and protection of people 

while undertaking journey. The deity delights in receiving 

red fowls and uncastrated he-goats. The other deities of this 

category are Mangar Pat worshipped for reasons similar to those 

related to ~hr~~~ and used to be in the past propitiated with 

human sacrifices. Bu~a Pah~ is propitiated for successful 

journeys with fOIJills and uncastrated goat. P~1:...,Eat, a female 

deity is invoked for success in journeys and used to be propi

tiated with human sacrifices now replaced by fowls and goats • 

.fl:!~d~~ and D~__§_~~~_gat are worshipped if there is no 

rainfall with sweets, bananas, hens and goats (J.VIukherjee, 1962 : 

P• 277). 

Besides these, there are other Pats such as Dag~~la 

invoked during warfare with sacrifices of red cock and goat. ~ 

Pa~, worshipped during litigation and epedemics with offerings 
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of cock and goats. Buru Bonga is believed to be a horrible dei·ty 

~t1ho delights in human blood and ~5!:!:!2: who also likes human 

blood (Mukherjee, 1962 : p. 278). 

Ancestor worship is prevalent among Santals. In all 

festivals, public or private ~amko or ~urh~~hi (the old man 

and woman) are offered a cock and hen respectively along with 

rice beer. During harvest festivals two fowls are sacrificed 

in their honour. Reverence is paid to the dead relatives. Departed 

spirits receive supplemenJcary worship after propitiation of 

Burha and Burhi (Mukherjee, 1962 : pp 280-281). 

The Santals believe in a number of mischievous spirits who 

a~said to bring in epidemics to men or cattle such as Kalachandi, 

a male spirit, Kal~a!!i Cha.r!di and N ason-Ku~, both female spirits, 

Acr~li ;§_ong~ and Baghut_Bona_~ (tiger spirit). 

Apart from the deities a~d spirits mentioned, the santals 

have Orak Bongas (household deities) and Abg~Bong~ (secret 

god) presiding over each family. The names of the Bongas are kept 

secret and told only to the eldest son. Mr. Skrefsurd procured 

some names of Orak Bong~ from Christian Santals. These names are 

as follO\.vS: 

Ofak_§_~~ : {1) ~asp~~, (2) De~g, (3) §_~, 

(4) Goraya, (5) sarc;l}_9wadi and (6) :f:hunta~!2· 
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Abge B~n~ : (1) Dh~~' (2) ~tkomku££~, 

(3) Ch~a-Den~ar, (4) ~sl_:!inka, (5) Li];:~andi, (6) Dhangh~, 

(7) Kudr___2 Chandi, (8) Bahar~, (9) Du~~' (10) Kud~, 

(11) Q52sai~, (12) bchal_! and (13) De~li 9• 

Like other tribes the Santals also believe in evil eye. 

Children are made to wear amulets of parasites on Bhel2 trees. 

Ojhas (exorcists) are summoned when the spell sets in. 

witchcraft is quite prevalent in santal society and the 

members of the tribe believe that witchcraft is known to many. 

The Ojha (Witchdoctor) is summoned to identify the witch and 

neutralise the effects of witchcraft. Besides Ojhas there are 

~~~~ or orthodox witch finders whose help is also taken. 

witchcraft is believed to be not in-born but is learnt. 

The santals observe a number of religious and semi-

religious festivals. They are found to participate in Hindu 

festivals also. The first agricultural festival is Erok-Sim 

celebrated in the month of June (Asar) and is connected with 

sowing of paddy seeds. Each household subscribes fowls which are 

sacrificed by the ~yak~ or village priest at Jaherthag (Holy 

grove) in honour of Maran~~' Jahe£_§£~, Monrenko, ~~~-~ 

-------· 
9. source, Mukherjee, c (1962) 11 The Santhals 11

, A. Mukherjee 
and co. Pvt. Ltd!.., Calcut·ta. 
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and IVIanjhi Hararn. After the sacrifices at Jaherthan, a special ------- -----
dish is cooked with rice and meat. All the san·tals dine. But the 

meat of the fowls offered to ~~~ and !i~~ko can be had 

by the ~ya~ alone. Abge BoQ£~ and Ora~ ~gas are offered 

sacrifices of fowls by each householder on the second and third 

day of the festival. Also are propitiated Mo~~~I"£ and the 

patriarchs of the tribe. 

~ih~ Simko, celebrated in July is a thanks giving 

ceremony to the gods as the paddy appears green and there are 

indications of good crcp. Only the village deities are worshipped. 

Iri Gundi Nanwani (the IVIillet Festival) is held in 

August (Sravan-Bhadra), is connected with the offering of the 

first fruits of millet to the tribal gods. The ~a~~ke, after 

purificatory ablution goes to the field of a raiyat where the 

crop has ripened and cuts as much as he can of the crop and 

goes to the ~ah~than where, after cleaning the crop with cow 

dung offers the corn to all the gods of the Jaherthan. Next 

he sprinkles milk. On his return to the village from the Jaherthan 

the priest goes to the house of the headman where he offers corn 

at the shrine. The festival is called Mu~ by the Santhals of 

Mayurbhanj. 

Side by side with the harvest festivals Gamah P~rnima 

is observed on the full moon of ~~, August, cows are fed with 



salt, mahua flowers and their homs are rubbed with oil after 

which men and women dance around a ~Cl!!l tree planted in. the 

akh~. At the conclusion of the da~ce the branch is immersed in 

water. Ancestors are also propitiated with rice beer. 

Karam_gor9£ is celebrated in september-October (Bhadra

Aswin), no harm is believed to result in the non-performance 

of the festival. No sacrifices are offered, but a libation of 

liquor is poured out to the manes of the village priest and 

~an Bu~. Men and women dance around the branch of Karam ---
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tree fixed in the village lane from night till morning and throw 

the branch in a tank at the conclusion. It should be noted that 

those who worship Karam B£n9a perform this Porob as a must. 

~~ is celebrated in November (Kartik-Agrayan} in 

honour of the tribal deity Janth~. Villagers subscribe toNards 

a Yfog or a ram sacrificed in propitiation of the deity. A special 

priest Kudru~ Naxe~~ makes the sacrifice. A unique feature of 

the festival is that articles for worship are supplied by the 

priest himself and only the male members of the tribe are allowed 

to eat the meat of the animals sacrificed. Janthar is in effect 

the offering of the first fruits of low land paddy. In Mayurbhanj 

this festi~al is known as ~~~~· It is observed for two days, 

Urn-Narka and §2rdi. On the second day fowls are sacrificed to 

the boundary deity. 



Shorae or Shorai is the biggest annual festival of the 

10 Santals held in the Bengali month of ~ (mid January) • This 

is a common day of thanks to the god as rain, the sun and fair 

weather have contributed to a bumper crop. The festival starts 

with an initial purification. On the first day the tribe sing a 

song on the field with water near about after which they take a 
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meal and assemble at the Jaherthan where they witness a sport. 

The second day is devoted to preparation of food for the gods. 

Fowls, goats and pigs are sacrificed. Cows are worshipped on 

the third day. The same day the women, during the night, dance 

in lanes of the village. The next day cows are tied to the posts 

errected the previous night and young men dance around the 
\';~ 

animals which are decorated. Hunting foll01i'7S the next day. On a 

special day called Jale the members of the tribe visit house to 

house and exchange greetings. The festival ends with Bejha, 

shooting at a target. 

on the 1 ast day of !:.9~ {mid January) , is observed the 

festival MokoE, also known as §_ankrant puj a. Chi~ (flattened 

rice) and molasses are offered to the dead ancestors. On the 

first day, called ~~~ people catch fish and crab in the 

belief that if they ca.11 eat them on the day they will be given 

long lease of life. Tasty cakes of meat, sun dried rice-flour 

are prepared in all households and the people eat them with 

-----------------
10. Dalton (1973: p. 213) mentions that Shorae or Shorai 

is held in December. 
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treacle, til {sesamum) and Chira. Drinks of rice beer is also 

there. 

In the evening archery competition takes place. The 

festival concludes with great deal of mirth in all houses. 

~£!}_§_im is celebrated in January-February. This signi-

fies the end of Santal year and it has got appropiate ceremonials 

with the cutting of jungle thatching grass. New contracts and 

entered into with old contracts terminated. 

Towards the latter part of February is_celebrated the 

festival of Baha or Sahrul when the Sal trees blossom. The 

festival signifies the advent of spring. The festival continues 

for three days. The first day is the day of purification, the 

second day involves propitiation of deities. ~~her~, 

Monrenko, ~~~~ and Maran Buru w~th sacrifices of fowls 

and offerings of sal and Mahua fl~~ers. The third day is devoted 

to merry making and feasting. 

~sim11 is the festival in which offerings of sheep 

or goats are made to Sing Bonga. There is no definite time for 

the festival. This is not a public festival and restricted to 

particular clan groups. 

11. The Marandis of'Mayurbhanj observe this festival before 
the full moon of Falgun (February-March) or Baisaak (April
May). 



In Mid April is observed the Eata, the santal version of 

Hindu chorok (Hook Swinging festival). The festival is held in 

honour of Mahadeo. 

The Santals are predominantly agriculturalists. They 

supplement agriculture with hunting which has become more or 

less occasional now-a-days. 

Boiled rice is the staple food of the tribe. As regards 

the side dishes there is a saying that 11 the Sant:als will eat 

anything that flies except aeroplanes and anything that swims 

except boats1112 • They eat almost all kinds of available fish· 
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and crabs and have a great relish for meat. Flesh of tiger, beer, 

crow, mice, frog and snake are eaten. Fowl is a luxury and 

consumed only on special occasions. worms and insects are also 

consumed. various kinds of edible leaves like Purai Arak 

{Basella Alba), Kedok Arak (Argyreia speciosa), Matha Ara,!! 

(Antidemsa Diadrum) and Mung.§_~~ (Horse Raddish leaves) are 

consumed. Besides these various type_s of flowers like Mahua 

(Bassi a Latifo&ia), ,!Sh~£.§_B aha (:;pumpkin flower) and Horse 

Raddish are consumed. Fruits are also eaten. 

Now-a-days under Hindu influence some dietary habits 

have changed. 

12. Ref. Man., sonthalia and the santhals. 



~~ or rice beer forms an compulsory item during 

festivals, offering to gods and social occasions. A santhal 

would prefer death rather than not having ~dia {Mukherjee, 

1962 : pp 75-76). 

The Mahali~ 
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Risley (1892) men·tioned that the Mahalis are a Dravidian 

people of labour class who are palanquin bearers and work in 

bamboo. He further mentions that the tribe is a branch of the 

Santals separated comparatively at a recen·t date. Russel (1916) 

is was of the opinion that the santals and the Mundas are no 

doubt one tribe and the Mahalis are derivatives of both of them. 

He also holds the opinion that the Mahalis are a forest tribe. 

Hutton (1946 : p 148) describes the Mahalis as a caste of 

labourers pasturers and basket makers of Central India having 

affinities with the san tal, Ho and Munda tribes. 

The tribe is found chiefly in ChotaNagpur, Santal Parganas 

and Orissa :(Government of India, 1901). In Bengal they have 

an uneven distribution. They are mainly found in the districts 

of Jalpaiguri, west Dinajpur and Burdwan. 

The tribe has five sub groups, Bansphor Mahali, Pator 

Mahali, Tanti Mahali and Mahali Munda (Risley, 1892). 

Disease is thought to be a potential danger by the Mahalis. 

They believe that an individual gets affected by disease if there 
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is aggressive intention of another vested with magical poten

tiality to do harm to others out of mutual envy, the individual 1 s 

susceptibility to disease, wrath of ancestral spirits or deities, 

projection of morbid objects or substances and action of sorcerers. 

The concept of evil eye is very much prevalent among the tribe. 

The medicine man among the Mahalis is known as gunni or 

ojaa. Diseases caused by malevolence of others or sorcerers are 

treated by gunnis or ~ha£. Diseases caused by some agencies 

owing to susceptibility to diseases and those which occurs in 

every day life are treated by quack doctors and herbalists. 

Diseases caused by wrath of spirits and bongas are cured by 

propitiation with the help of £i~· 

In the foregoing discussion much has been said about the 

traditional culture of the tribes taken for the study. But not 

much has been presented concerning their health practices. 

However, from the discussion it is clear ·that supernaturalism 

pervades all aspects of tribal life. Health forms an integral 

part of life and therefore it too must be surrounded by super

natural beliefs and remeiial measures in accordance. 


